A DOOR IN USE IN TALLINN
APPEARED TO BE OVER 600 YEARS OLD

INTRODUCTION

Dendrochronology – the study of tree rings – is the most precise and accurate scientific technique for dating wooden cultural heritage and has already been used for dating purposes for more than a century. In Europe, dendrochronological dating is practiced predominantly on oak. In general, the more elements from a timber structure that can be examined the better, i.e. the higher the sample replication, the higher the chances that tree-ring analysis will be able to provide a reliable estimate for the felling date of trees used in any particular structure. In Estonia for instance, this was exemplified
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by dendrochronological research on a 13th century cog. However, many valuable and ancient objects are made of a limited number of wooden elements that in turn can originate from a single tree. This could potentially hamper successful tree-ring dating of such objects. Nevertheless, dendrochronological dating of objects composed of a limited number of wooden elements, such as painting panels, sculptures, violins and doors has proven successful and has become a common practice all over the world. This is the case in Estonia in particular where, for example wooden book covers from the 14th century and old shipwrecks have been dated.

Recently, in Tallinn, a massive internal door in Bremen Tower in the Old Town wall drew the attention of historians. The appearance of the door – the patina of the wood, the metalwork of the former prison door – suggested this might be a very old and well-preserved interior element of the fortification building. Bremen Tower was first mentioned in the list of tower supervisors of Reval (Tallinn) for AD 1410–1414. The most authoritative researcher of the fortifications of medieval Tallinn, Rein Zobel, concludes that this multifunctional


Doors and doorframes have been the subject of dendrochronological examinations, especially in Great Britain. Therefore, in order to explore the potential of the door in Bremen Tower for tree-ring analysis and hence to determine its age, a collaboration with dendrochronological experts was set up.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

The subject of this examination is an interior door in Bremen Tower that is exceptionally well preserved because it was not, over the course of centuries, affected by water infiltration or fire. Historical research on the building shows that the door had served to close off a city prison. It is made of thick wooden boards and equipped with massive iron hinges and a large iron lock (Fig. 1). It consists of three vertical oak planks. The dimensions of the door are impressive: height ca 160 cm, width ca 80 cm and thickness ca 6.5 cm (Fig. 2). The wooden boards were assembled very precisely in relation to the doorway and to each other.

Although the finishing of each board is similar, intensive use has given the 1st board more scratches, also it is notable that the inner part of the 1st board has considerably more inscriptions than the other boards.

A cross section (transverse plane) of the individual timbers is essential for tree-ring analysis in order to allow a clear registration of the tree-ring pattern. The only possibility for that was to lift the door from its hinges. The bottom ends of the planks were then polished with fine grade sandpapers in order to highlight the tree-ring boundaries and to ensure a high-quality registration of the ring-width pattern. Finally the ends of the planks were digitised using macro photography (Fig. 3, Archaeovision OÜ).

The digital images allowed for accurate registration of the ring-width patterns using CooRecorder/CDendro (Cybis Dendrochronology). On each board two radii were measured and, if necessary, repeated until for each ring-width pattern measurement errors could be excluded. This was especially important when extremely narrow rings were encountered on the widest board and on the two other boards where the door from its hinges. The bottom ends of the planks were then polished with fine grade sandpapers in order to highlight the tree-ring boundaries and to ensure a high-quality registration of the ring-width pattern. Finally the ends of the planks were digitised using macro photography (Fig. 3, Archaeovision OÜ).


The ring widths were distorted in sections near a twig. Finally, ring-width series were computed for each board and were cross-matched in TSAP-Win (Rinntech) (Fig. 4).

The series was then compared to a set of about 70 absolutely dated reference chronologies, composed of individual ring-width series originating from archaeological timbers, art-historical objects or ancient timber structures in historical buildings, made of oak (Quercus robur, Q. petraea). Comparison between the individual series and reference chronologies was performed in TSAP-Win, relying on several similarity indices such as the Gleichläufigkeit (Glk, percentage of year-to-year common changes in two time series, with level of significance), correlation coefficient (%CC), t-value (TV), t-value of Baillie-Pilcher (TVBP), t-value of Hollstein (TVH), and cross-date index (CDI). These similarity measures are computed on each possible position of the individual series throughout the reference chronologies. As a final quality check, all positions with high and significant similarities were examined visually. The precision of dating was determined on the basis of the remnants of sapwood.

RESULTS

The widest of the door planks was cut radially from the trunk, with pith location nearly in the centre, while the two other planks were cut tangentially very close to the pith (Fig. 3). Fortunately, the widest board proved to contain a strip of sapwood facing the next board, which was essential in order to obtain high dating precision.

The widest board contained 202 annual rings, the second board 166 rings. According to crossdating and visual matching, the three ring-width series could be positioned relative to each other, where the longest series proved to extend beyond the range of the two others (Fig. 4). The crossdated series of the three boards were averaged into a single ring-width series for the door, labelled as 2qbrn01, with length 202 years.

Comparison with the set of absolutely dated reference chronologies revealed that the ring-width chronology of the door was most similar to Daugava River oak chronology (overlap 192 years, Glk 66%, TVBP = 5.5, TVH = 5.6, CDI = 36) and East Pomerania oak chronology (average of 205 oak series, AD 990–1985, Fig. 5) at the position where the last year of the door series is AD 1392 (Table 1). In this position the series overlap by 202 years, their Glk is 64% at the highest significance level, TVBP = 4.0, TVH = 4.6 and CDI = 28. The same date with lower similarity was shown by the so-called Baltic 1 oak chronology.

In addition, it was found that the Tallinn door chronology shows high similarity with an object chronology composed of series from late medieval sculptures from the Gaasbeek altarpiece, made and curated in Belgium. Tree-ring research revealed that this altarpiece was manufactured from imported Baltic oak. Mean tree-ring series of dendrochronologically dated doors made from Baltic material from approximately the same time did not show similarity with the series of the Bremen Tower door. The tree-ring series of the dated medieval cog and the book covers made from oak did not show any similarity with the door series.

There was a stripe of five lighter sapwood rings at the outer edge of the widest board of the door and probably no waney edge.

DISCUSSION

For successful dating, long reference chronologies have to be available. Today, numerous tree ring datasets worldwide are available in the International Tree-Ring Data Bank. ¹⁶ These tree-ring series can serve as chronological references that help to find the age of tree-ring series from a certain region or country. For this study, we used nearly 70 averaged tree ring series (ring-width chronologies) from Europe as reference data. As the door under investigation is located in Estonia, it would be logical to use Estonian references for dating. Unfortunately, at present, the oak chronology for Estonia, composed from 162 cores of living trees from 12 sites, extends back only to AD 1646.¹⁷ Assuming an earlier origin of the door, the existing Estonian oak chronology is too short for dating. However, the Estonian oak chronology based on living trees shows high teleconnection, i.e. similarity between the chronologies from distant sites, with Finnish, Latvian, Lithuanian and even northern Polish oaks¹⁸ and therefore reference chronologies from these regions can be used for dating instead. Fortunately, a chronology from subfossil oaks found along the Daugava (Zapadnaya Dvina) River has recently become available,¹⁹ which, along with published Baltic oak chronologies composed of tree-ring series from art-historical objects²⁰ and series from historical timber constructions and archaeological wood in East Pomerania oak chronology²¹ (AD 996–1985) provides a reference framework for dating wooden cultural heritage in Estonia. Similarly, the above-

¹⁶ International Tree-Ring Data Bank (ITRDB), see: https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/paleoclimatology-data/datasets/tree-ring [accessed 10.06.2021].


¹⁹ Khasanov, Karpukhin, Krenke, Pevzner, Tarabardina, Vasyukov, Yermokhin, Savinetsky, ‘Long Oak Tree-Ring Chronologies from the Central Russia and Their Potential for Dating’.

²⁰ Hillam, Tyers, ‘Reliability and Repeatability in Dendrochronological Analysis: Tests Using the Fletcher Archive of Panel-Painting Data’.

²¹ Ważny, Aufbau und Anwendung der Dendrochronologie für Eichenholz in Polen; Ważny, Wažny - East Pomerania - QURO - ITRDB POLA006.
mentioned Gaasbeek oak chronology consists of Baltic oak series.\textsuperscript{22} It is known that due to timber shortage in western Europe from the 13\textsuperscript{th} century, transport of Baltic timber had begun, particularly of oak boards, planks, so-called wainscots, clapboards etc. During the late medieval period and up to ca 1650, a massive timber trade took place from the southern Baltic ports, mainly through Gdansk, to western Europe.\textsuperscript{23} Baltic oak yielded a timber of high quality originating from trees that grew slowly and regularly in primary forests. The trees were felled during the winter months, split while the timber was still green, and then stored in the forests until spring melted the frozen rivers. The rivers provided a waterway infrastructure for transport to Hanseatic port cities. The forest products were then reloaded to sea-going vessels and after a few weeks of sailing they reached North Sea ports. Therefore, it is justified to use references from outside Estonia to date the door chronology, and from the region along big rivers like the Daugava (Zapadnaya Dvina) and using Polish or so-called Baltic oak chronologies. Indeed M. Zunde has evidence that timber was floated to Riga along the Daugava River, the most direct evidence being the holes for rafting in the ends of timbers.\textsuperscript{24} Previously, T. Ważny has shown the origin of Baltic timber floated along the Vistula River to Gdansk.\textsuperscript{25} However, it should be clear that similarity indices (TVBP and TVH) for the Tallinn door and reference chronologies are relatively low. Especially when compared to many other dating reports of historical oak series where TVBP can reach 7 or 8.\textsuperscript{26} This suggests that the timber of the door has a provenance other than the Baltic oak chronologies. As the so-called Baltic oak was actually exported from southern Baltic ports, the oaks could have grown anywhere in the hinterland, for example in Belarus or Ukraine.\textsuperscript{27} In any case, the origin of the Baltic oak series that were used to compose the Gdansk-Pomerania or Baltic 1 chronologies was hundreds of kilometres east- and southward from Tallinn. When the city of Tallinn needed a durable door for a prison, it is unlikely that they bought the door boards from any other Hanseatic town in the south because oak was available in forests near Tallinn. A prison door would not have necessarily been made from high-quality oak planks, and the lower quality of the door boards is seen from several twigs in these boards (Fig. 6). It is notable that only the widest
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\caption{End grain of board no. 3, showing ring distortions due to twigs in the wood. Photo: Andres Uueni.}
\end{figure}
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plank has cracked while other planks have no cracks that would be characteristic for rapid drying, which might imply use of seasoned timber. Thus it is probable that the door was made from locally grown oak. This fact could explain its low similarity with the typical Baltic oak references. We should also bear in mind that the door could have been produced from planks made from trees growing in parkland, thus containing more individual tree-ring patterns. We were not able to date the door with a local Estonian reference because this local oak chronology does not yet extend back to the 14th century. It is possible that the tree ring series of the door from the Bremen Tower represents the first dated local oak series from that century. This presents a challenge to find more oak series either from Tallinn or neighbouring countries and to further develop a local chronology and eventually add the Tallinn door ring-width series to the existing and most recent part of the Estonian oak chronology.

So far, the most recent ring on the Tallinn door dates to last formed ring present on this object. However, for the historical interpretation of this architectural feature, the felling date of the tree that provided the timbers for this door should be estimated. The dendro date 1392 notes the calendar year when the last preserved annual ring grew. However, we do not know how many tree rings were cut off when the board was made. Fortunately, five sapwood rings are preserved, which allows a more precise estimate of the felling date. Sohar et al. demonstrated that oaks growing in the eastern Baltic region have between 6 and 19 sapwood rings (95% confidence interval) whereas oaks growing in Poland have between 7 and 24 sapwood rings (90% confidence interval). Thus in the case of local oak 1 to 14 sapwood rings are absent (with 95% probability), but in the case of Polish oak 2 to 19 sapwood rings are absent (with 90% probability). The date of the last sapwood ring under the bark would be either 1393–1406 (95% probability) or 1394–1411 (90% probability), respectively. These periods overlap greatly. Taking into account the accepted construction date of Bremen Tower as between AD 1400 and 1410 and the strong construction of the door, it is clear that it is original and bespoke for the new tower prison in the first decade of the 15th century.

It is remarkable that there are very few cracks in the door boards. Only the widest board, No. 1, has a visible crack in the middle. This may be because dried timber was used to make the prison door, giving increased durability. However, the possible usage of dry wood does not affect the accuracy of dating the door.

CONCLUSIONS

Dendrochronological investigation established that an internal door at the former prison in Bremen Tower in Tallinn was made of three oak boards near the turn of the 14th and 15th centuries. The dendrochronological date of the door fits neatly with documentary sources which date the building of the tower to the AD 1400–1410 period, making this door therefore an original feature of the building.

SUMMARY

In a medieval tower in the Tallinn Old Town wall there is a wooden internal door that was suspected of being rather old. The age of the door was determined using dendrochronology. It was possible to measure tree rings from the lower ends of the oak planks of the door. Matching the ring-width series with oak references from northern Europe revealed that the door was over 600 years old, and still in place in medieval Bremen Tower in Tallinn, Estonia. The ring-width series of the door was most similar to oak chronology from the Daugava River. However, this does not mean that the door timbers originate from that region. At present, we do not possess Estonian oak chronologies extending back to that time. Thus, the provenance of the oak for this door remains undecided. The dendrochronological date of the door, AD 1394–1411, can be confirmed and can be narrowed by documentary evidence to AD 1400–1410.
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